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Walimah al-'Ursyis one of a series of wedding procession which means feast or a banquet. In general walimah al-'Ursy held after the time of the marriage Settlement but in another case the walimah al-'Ursy practice that occurred in Gunungsari Bumiaji Batu. There is an interesting phenomenon in which the village community hold walimah al-'Ursy before the ceremony because of public confidence in the Neptu calculation with a combination of wage-Pahing or known as ge-wing.

Based on these issues, the aim of this research is to understand the walimah al-'Ursy practice before the Marriage Settlement in ge-wing wedding tradition that occurred in Gunungsari Bumiaji Batu, as well as society's view of this practice.

This research uses an empirical study with a qualitative approach. Most of the primary data was collected through interviews. Related Literature and related issues documentation is used as the data of secondary and tertiary. After the data collected, the data is analyzed using descriptive analytical method.

Based on the research it is concluded that the walimah al-'Ursy practice before the marriage settlement is influenced by the Gunungsari community confidence to disasters brought about through marriage ge-wing. Based on the two models of marriage that happen, both equally the marriage settlement performed after sunset, but with different sequence. As for the view of Gunungsari community they can be classified into two groups. The first group, those who do not believe in marriage ge-wing tradition found that the walimah that is not allowed according to Islam. The second groups, those who believe in this tradition argue that the phenomenon occurs legitimation to avoid the disaster that is trusted by generations.